Use it or Lose it
UNRAVELLING THE LAND DEBATE IN LATE
NINETEENTH-CENTURY NEW ZEALAND

MOST NEW ZEALAND students of history in the late twentieth century seem to
find it hard to understand why their ancestors of a hundred years ago argued so
passionately about the matter of land tenure. Today the whole land debate seems
archaic and obscure and looks like little more than 'shadow boxing'. 1 Yet in the
1880s and 1890s the argument over the best means of controlling, distributing,
and using land was the central debate within both the Pakeha and Maori male
communities. The enormous amount of land legislation passed, the vast number
of words spoken in Parliament and on the hustings on land tenure and use, the
space devoted in newspapers to the land question, and the large number of
pamphlets written on the subject, all attest to the vital importance of the land
issue. As the perceptive French observer Andre Siegfried remarked: 'Property
. . . has not yet become crystallised, and the laws governing the tenure of land
are destined to have immense influence on the economic development of the
country'. He concluded, therefore, that 'the land question has been the vital
problem in politics'. 2
The obsession with the subject suggests that the debate involved more than
economic motivation despite the argument of some latter day Maori that Pakeha
settlers were driven primarily by greed. 3 On the contrary, one of the great
misfortunes of New Zealand is that it has been settled by two peoples who are
romantic and even sentimental about land and imbue it with magical properties
that move past logic into the realms of the supernatural and transcendental. This
idealization and mystification of land raised to quite unrealistic levels expectations concerning its productivity, ability to solve social problems, and capacity
to recover from environmental abuse; we are still wrestling with the consequences of those unfulfilled hopes.
Like Maori, Pakeha believed that land helped mould community. Pakeha also
believed that ownership somehow improved the character of the owner and
1 Gary Hawke, The Making of New Zealand: An Economic History, Cambridge, 1985. p.93.
2 A.Siegfried, Democracy in New Zealand, translated by E.V.Burns, with an introduction by
W.D. Stewart and David Hamer, Wellington, 1982, p. 177.
3 For example. Donna Awatere, Maori Sovereignty, Auckland, 1984,pp.l 1,58-59; and Ranginui
Walker, Ka Whawliai Tonu Matou, Struggle Without End, Auckland, 1990, pp. 103-14. 135-47.
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enriched in a moral and spiritual sense all those who lived off the land. The great
majority of immigrants wanted to own some land, not only to raise their standard
of living and to become independent from landlord, bailiff, and clergy, but to
return to the more organic relationship with nature and community which they
imagined had been disrupted by the industrial and urban revolutions. 4 When this
emotional attitude to land is added to the fact that land ownership, whether
through leasehold or freehold, held the key to both wealth accumulation and
upward social mobility in nineteenth-century New Zealand, 5 the centrality of the
debate over land policy becomes understandable. Land provided the major
means of acquiring wealth and status, and to a lesser extent power, in both Maori
and Pakeha communities, but more was involved. Land was not only a concrete
spatial reality but a metaphor central to both Pakeha and Maori worlds. Its
symbolic importance in rhetoric and speech-making imparted something of a
plastic quality to land in the imaginations of social engineers and radical
politicians. They believed that land could be moulded and reshaped to meet the
needs of a larger and more ideal society. Land tenure systems and forms of use
could, therefore, be reconstructed quickly and easily in the abstract, even if such
changes were more difficult to make in a world where there were a limited
physical area of useable land 6 and hard economic and political structures.
Arguments about land tenure also involved more practical economic, social,
and political matters. We must remember that New Zealand farmers suffered
from a cost price squeeze between 1879 and 1896. Land was bought at inflated
prices during the artificially induced boom of the 1870s after which commodity
prices stayed low until 1896. As a consequence, land values remained low until
the new century. Security, therefore, concerned farmers more than short term,
spectacular gains. 7 This helps explain why there was so much interest in the

4 This idea is suggested in countless letters, migrant propaganda pamphlets, editorials and
speeches. See Miles Fairburn, The Ideal Society and its Enemies: The Origins of Modern New
Zealand Society 1850-1900, Auckland, 1989, pp. 19-73; Rollo Arnold, The Farthest Promised Land:
English Villagers and New Zealand Immigrants of the Nineteenth Century, Wellington, 1981, and
New Zealand's Burning: The Settlers' World in the mid 1880s, Wellington, 1994, passim; and
Charlotte Erikson. Invisible Immigrants. The Adaptation of English and Scottish Immigrants in
Nineteenth Century America, London, 1972, passim.
5 Miles Fairburn. 'Social Mobility and Opportunity in Nineteenth Century New Zealand", New
Zealand Journal of History (NZJH), XIII, 1 (1979), pp. 43-60; Tom Brooking. "Tarn McCanny and
Kitty Clydeside' in R.Cage, ed.. The Scots Abroad: Labour, Capital, Enterprise,
1750-1914,
London. 1985, pp. 156-90. This earlier work has been confirmed by James P. McAloon, 'No Idle
Rich: The Wealthy of Canterbury and Otago, 1890-1914', PhD thesis. University of Otago, 1994;
and Brad Patterson, 'The Land Office Business', unpublished paper, although both studies suggest
that access to Imperial capital and importing of vital commodities held other keys to wealth and
upwards social mobility.
6 Estimated somewhat optimistically at about 55 million of New Zealand's 66 million acres by
the Yearbook of 1892. New Zealand Official Yearbook, 1892, pp.8, 13. In fact 45 million acres was
the maximum ever used for agricultural purposes. See Michael Roche, Land and Water: Water and
Soil Conservation in New Zealand 1941-1988, Wellington, 1994, p.25.
7 See W.J. Gardner, 'A Colonial Economy', in G. Rice. ed.. The Oxford History of New Zealand,
Auckland, 1992, pp.76-81; Tom Brooking, 'Economic Transformation' in ibid., pp. 230.233-5; and
Hawke, pp.27-30, 92-99.
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leasehold tenure during this period. Furthermore, by the late 1880s many South
Island communities were concerned that monopoly of ownership would either
force farmers into unviable levels of sub-division, or compel their sons to move
to the North Island if they ever hoped to own or lease farms of their own. They
feared that this northward drift would undermine the vigour and threaten the hard
won stability of emerging farming districts.1' Then there was the matter of power.
Who held the right to determine how much land could be owned by individuals,
who should set the limits: the market; individuals themselves; a parliament
apparently dominated by big landowners; or the 'people' (that is, white settlers
as a collectivity)? The land debate was, therefore, about the tough issues of
paying off debt, productivity, monopoly of wealth and political power, as well
as softer and more sentimental issues.
As a result every other political issue, including relations between capital and
labour and votes for women, was of lesser importance. 10 The debate between the
freeholders and the leaseholders, and others holding various positions in
between, divided the male world in much the same way as the debate over 'Home
Rule' for Ireland rent England during the 1880s and 1890s. The argument about
land is part of a 'lost world' which we must rediscover because where one stood
on the land issue basically categorized one's political position and determined
the kind of future New Zealand society which one hoped to build; a man's view
of the land question was central to his way of seeing and making sense of the
world around him."
One reason why this debate is not well understood is the fact that no historian
has tried to explain it in systematic fashion. David Hamer provides a convincing
analysis of the leasehold-freehold debate for the early twentieth century, but the
land debate of the 1890s tends to get lost in his broad-ranging introduction on the
meaning of liberalism in New Zealand. 12 Frank Rogers and Eric Charman wrote
competent theses a long time ago about the influence of Mill and George, but
8 The rise of land values in the new century changed the debate somewhat in that more farmers
and rural voters came to favour the freehold, especially in the North Island, but the shift was not as
extreme as is often suggested. See Tom Brooking, 'Agrarian Businessmen Organise: a comparative
study of the origins and early phase of development of the National Farmers' Union of England and
Wales and the New Zealand Farmers' Union,ca 1900-1929', PhD thesis. University of Otago. 1977,
pp.24-29. 336-8.
9 See T.J. Hearn, 'South Canterbury: Some Aspects of the Historical Geography of Agriculture',
MA thesis. University of Otago, 1971, pp.49-58.
10 The other big issue, the relationship between capital and labour, became less important as a
topic for debate once the crushing of the Maritime Strike persuaded the unions to accept arbitration
and the Lib-Lab alliance as workable solutions until the new century. See James Holt, Compulsory
Arbitration in New Zealand: The First Forty Years, Auckland, 1987. Women's franchise was also
a very hot topic in the early 1890s but granting the vote in 1893 took the heat out of that issue.
11 On this 'lost world' see Stuart Macintyre, A Colonial Liberalism: The Lost World of Three
Victorian Visionaries, Melbourne. 1991. Many women probably felt equally strongly about the land
question but the issue was a primarily male concern and the solutions proposed were male constructs.
Some feminists tried to have their say to win a foothold in this important male space but no one has
looked systematically at what women thought and felt over this issue and until more research is done
on the matter we can only engage in conjecture.
12 D.Hamer, The New Zealand Liberals: The Years of Power, 1891-1912, Auckland, 1988,
pp.37-75, especially pp.56-58.
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their focus was narrowly theoretical. 13 Similarly, although Hamer, Keith Sinclair,
Tim Mclvor and Kerry Howe discussed the role of ideas in their excellent
biographies of Stout, Reeves, Ballance and Tregear, their discussions were
largely limited to the part ideas played in the lives of their chosen subjects.
Furthermore, all of these authors seemed to be interested only in how ideas
worked at a self-consciously intellectual level. None of them paid much
attention to the operation of ideas at the popular level, or to the role of religious
belief, whether in its more orthodox forms, or in such secular variants as 'free
thinking' and socialism. 14 R.M.Burdon and Michael Bassett took this propensity
a step further in writing biographies of Richard Seddon and Joseph Ward on the
extraordinary premise that neither of these two important politicians was
influenced at all by ideas, or ideals. 15 Even political scientist Rodney Lyon, who
has written more systematically about ideas in this critically important period,
tends to treat ideas as abstractions that bore little relation to the day-to-day
realities of political and settler life. 16 As a result even he seems to have ignored
the work of Antonio Gramsci and his disciples which suggests that ideas are
more potent when they become 'sedimentations', or part of the popular folk
wisdom and common sense of the day, and move beyond the esoteric realms of
the small world of academics and intellectuals. 17 New Zealand historians,
biographers and political scientists, also seem to have overlooked Siegfried's
particularly insightful comment that pragmatism itself is a kind of ideology. 18
Equally serious, none of these authors ever attempted to link the debate over how
settlers might best control and use land with discussions of Maori land policy,
even though the two were interwoven like the strands of the double helix or the
patterns of taniko.
Miles Fairburn has done rather better in writing about settler visions of the
ideal society in an insightful way, but his primary concern is not land policy and
the tenure debate. 19 Someone needs to write about the land debate in much the
same way as Fairburn has written about the hopes and dreams of settlers. I will
try, therefore, to set out the debate as systematically as I can and decode its
meaning for the modern reader. Then I will demonstrate how it was connected
to Maori land policy by the apparently simple idea that persons who used the land
13 Eric Charman, 'Land Tenure Reform in New Zealand, 1875-1896: a study of the opinions of
some leading land reformers', MA thesis, University of Auckland, 1953; and Frank Rogers, 'The
Single Tax Movement in New Zealand', MA thesis. University of Auckland, 1949.
14 See Hamer, 'The Law and the Prophet: A Political Biography of Sir Robert Stout, 1844-1930',
MA thesis, University of Auckland, 1960; Keith Sinclair, William Pemher Reeves: New Zealand
Fabian, Oxford, 1965; T.J. Mclvor, The Rainmaker: A Biography of John Ballance, Journalist and
Politician, 1839-1993, Auckland, 1989; and Kerry Howe, Singer in a Songless Land: A Life of
Edward Tregear, Auckland, 1991.
15 R.M. Burdon, King Dick: A Biography of Richard John Seddon, Christchurch, 1955; and
Michael Bassett, Sir Joseph Ward: A Political Biography, Auckland, 1993.
16 Rodney B. Lyon, 'The Principles of New Zealand Liberal Thinking in the Late Nineteenth
Century", PhD thesis. University of Auckland, 1982.
17 See Stuart Hall. 'Variants of Liberalism' in J. Donald and S. Hall, eds, Politics and Ideology,
London, 1986, pp.35-38.
18 Siegfried, pp.90-91, 100-101.
19 Fairburn, The Ideal Society and Its Enemies, passim, esp. pp. 19-73.
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most productively had the strongest moral claim to its ownership.
First, the debate was primarily about how the land could be more closely
settled by family farmers, an objective which had very widespread support: it
was, therefore, about means rather than ends and the timing of the change from
the great estate system to family farming. The great majority of colonists,
including farmers, agricultural labourers, small town dwellers, the union movement, and even most big landowners and wealthy urban merchants, agreed that
closer settlement was a desirable objective because it would create jobs, enhance
profits and bring economic and social gain to everyone. This broad-based
consensus also incorporated the simple idea that no one, whatever their race or
class, had a moral right to own land unless they used it productively. Consequently, most settlers rejected three of the five main models of land tenure
available in the late nineteenth century: the 'tripartite' system of Great Britain
whereby a tiny group of aristocratic landowners leased out land to tenant
farmers, who in turn exploited the huge mass of landless labourers beneath
them;21' iatifundia,' or the semi-feudal Latin American system of great estates
under which local 'caudillos', or strong men, ran their vast territories as virtual
fiefdoms and held large numbers of peasants in their thrall;21 and Maori-style
communal ownership. Heavily cultivated and closely settled land was seen by
almost everyone as preferable to wide open spaces used only by a handful of
shepherds, or vast areas of rain forest inhabited by remnants of Maori, because
well-tilled fields and villages peopled with families equated with progress and
civilization. All political groupings agreed that order and stability would be
much more easily achieved in such a world than in an untamed, sparsely
populated wilderness. This part of Wakefield's vision of an orderly and
prosperous pre-industrial community persisted into the 1890s.22 So most settlers
rejected the option of the empty sheep walks and deer parks of the Highlands,
the vast barren stations of outback Australia, the huge estancias of Argentina
devoid of human habitation save a few wild and untrustworthy gauchos, and the
sparsely peopled verdant bush of pre-European New Zealand.
New Zealanders rejected these monopolistic models not only because the
colony lacked the large interior spaces for such land use but because most Pakeha
subscribed to a set of attitudes that Raymond Williams and Paul Fussell have
called 'ruralism', that is, the belief that the country way of life is morally superior
to that of the city and is, therefore, socially preferable. 23 Farmers' leaders, farmer
20 SeeG.E. Mingay.ed., The Victorian Countryside. London. 1981. especially G.C. Moore, 'The
Landed Aristocracy' and 'The Gentry', Vol. II, pp.367-82, 383-98; and F.M.L. Thompson, English
Landed Society in the Nineteenth Century, London, 1963.
21 See Bradford Burns, Latin America: A Concise Interpretative History, Englewood Cliffs, New
Jersey, 1977, pp.26-39.
22 Tom Brooking, 'Superficial Similarities' in J.O.C. Phillips, ed.. New Worlds? The Comparative History of New Zealand and the United States, NZ-US Educational Foundation/Stout Research
Centre, Wellington, 1989. pp. 139-42; and '"The Red McKenzie" : Part III. A "Think Piece" on
writing the Biography'. Historical News. 64 (May 1992), pp.7, 10.
23 Paul Fussell. The Great War and Modern Memory>, New York, 1977, p.232; and Raymond
Williams. The Country and the City, London, 1973, pp.281-3. Stuart Macintyre prefers 'agrarianism' in writing of Australia, but he is talking of the same sets of attitudes. Macintyre. p.97.
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politicians, and rural newspaper editors used the same metaphors to describe
farmers as their American and Australian counterparts: the backbone of the
economy, the bedrock of society, the only real workers, the only true producers,
the lifeblood of the nation, the purifier of politics, the red blood corpuscles of the
body politic. 24 The difference in New Zealand was that few dared to criticize this
view. Most considered the emergence of small towns as a desirable development, 25 but few bothered to defend Auckland and Dunedin as examples of the
advantages of city life. 26 Towns certainly had their promoters, but towns were to
be the servants of productive farming districts rather than dominant masters of
the broader society in the way of Melbourne or Sydney. 27 Manufacturing, too,
had its advocates like John Bathgate, but even he argued that factory production
should only supplement the basic agricultural wealth of the colony and ease
unemployment. 28 Very few argued that industry based on the factory mode of
production should be the main means of earning the colony's living.
There was talk of'clodhoppers' and the 'clodocracy' in the provincial period,2''
but by the late 1880s most New Zealanders would not have comprehended
Marx's talk of 'the idiocy of rural life'. 30 Farmers won the battle of ideas long
before they came to dominate Parliament, and few New Zealanders glorified
cities like British and American urban intelligentsia or journalists writing for the
Sydney based Bulletin. The empty deer parks, outbacks and pampas were rather
seen as the reverse side of overcrowded Glasgow, Sydney and Buenos Aires, the
result of chronic rural depopulation caused by sucking people out of the healthy,
clean and pure countryside and into the dirty, disease and vice-ridden city.31 As
Rodney Lyon has put it, a nightmarish vision of cities not unlike that of Friedrich
Engels' portrait of Salford 'burned in the minds' of nineteenth-century New
Zealanders. 32 Numerous politicians' speeches, newspaper editorials and even
doggerel, reiterated the view of British critics of industrialism that the transition
from a rural to an urban society constituted a kind of 'fall'. 33 A vigorous and well-

24 Brooking, 'Superficial Similarities', p.141; and B.D. Graham, The Formation of the
Australian Country Parties, Canberra, 1966, pp. 1-30.
25 See David Hamer'Towns in Nineteenth Century New Zealand', NZJH. Xlll, 1 (1979), pp.520; 'Towns in New Societies', in J.O.C. Phillips,/V?w Worlds?, pp.77-95; andAfew Towns in the New
World: Images and Perceptions of the Nineteenth-Century Urban Frontier, New York, 1990.
26 See Geoffrey Vine, 'Doing Good Work: The Origins and History of the Dunedin and Suburban
Reserves Conservation Society 1888-1915', BA Hons Long Essay. University of Otago. 1983.
27 D. Alessio, 'The Image of the Industrial City, 1880-1930', PhD thesis, Victoria University of
Wellington, 1993; E. Olssen, Building The New World: work, politics and society in Caversham
1880s-1920s, Auckland, 1995, pp. 155-225.
28 J. Bathgate. New Zealand. Its Resources and Prospects, London. 1880, pp.25, 64, 108,
Chapman Pamphlets 55/3, Hocken Library, Dunedin; and An Illustrated Guide To Dunedin And Its
Industries, Dunedin. 1883, p.99. T.M. Hocken Pamphlets 29/35.
29 F. Sinclair, 'A Precarious Elite: The Rise and Genteel Decline of the Dunedin Business
Community, 1860-1890'. PhD in progress. University of Otago. p.212.
30 Karl Marx. 'The Communist Manifesto' in Robert Tucker, ed.. The Marx-Engels Reader, New
York, 1972, p.3.39.
31 Brooking, 'Superficial Similarities', pp.139-42; and Graham, pp.1-30.
32 Lyon, p.355.
33 Williams, p.96.
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peopled countryside was as much an antidote to over-rapid urbanization as it was
a counter to latifundia. As one notorious 'radical' warned, New Zealand needed
closer settlement if it hoped to avoid the affliction of the 'swollen cities' of
Britain.14 Furthermore, most migrants had an almost naive faith in the bountifulness of New Zealand and its capacity to carry many more people, the belief which
Fairburn has labelled 'arcadianism'. It seemed a dreadful waste of potential to
have New Zealand 'unoccupied' except by millions of sheep, even more rabbits,
a few shepherds, and 'gorse and other rubbish' ,15
Both biblical injunction and another cluster of attitudes variously described as
'the yeoman ideal' and 'egalitarianism' reinforced these 'ruralist' notions
concerning the need for a vibrant, closely settled countryside. The Bible was the
most important influence in creating a climate hostile to monopoly. Late
nineteenth-century New Zealanders were not especially avid church attenders,
but they belonged to one of the most literate societies on earth and most of those
able to read knew their Scriptures. 16 Even if colonists and colonized could not
read they still had heard Bible stories. Politicians, including such avowed 'free
thinkers' as Stout and Ballance, used Biblical metaphor incessantly in the
parliamentary debates, the major public forum of the day. 17 The two key
teachings on land were: that settled cultivators were a superior, more orderly and
more civilized human type than nomads; that land monopoly was wrong. Most
knew the story and comprehended the allegory of Cain and Abel and accepted
that allowing good fertile land to lie waste was a 'sin'. 18 References to New
Zealand as a land flowing with milk and honey struck a responsive chord with
Irish Catholics, Scots Presbyterians, English Methodists and Low Church
Anglicans alike. All of these groups intended to end their ceaseless wanderings
and settle on land which they could hold for generations. 39 Such abuses as land
monopoly were quite intolerable in any 'promised land' and the Old Testament
is full of denunciations of the evils of all forms of monopoly. The one best known
by the Liberal land reformer John McKenzie and other British-born radicals was
Isaiah's fulmination quoted in the Reverend John Stuart Blackie's The Scottish
Highlanders and the Land Laws :40 'Woe to those who join house to house, who

34 Hogg, New Zealand Parliamentary Debates (NZPD), 1891, 72, p.504.
35 Meredith. NZPD, 1891, 74, p.452.'
36 H.R. Jackson, Churches and People in Australia and New Zealand, 1860-1930, Wellington,
1987; and Ged Martin, 'Attenuated Religion: non-conformity removed from its primal force in New
Zealand', Paper delivered to History Department staff seminar. University of Otago, 1984.
37 See Peter Lineham, 'Freethinkers in Nineteenth Century New Zealand', NZJH, XIX, 1 (1985),
pp.61-93.
38 See J.G.A. Pocock.'Tangata Whenua and Enlightenment Anthropology', NZJH, XXVI, 1
(1992 ), pp.30-40, and Tom Brooking, '"Busting Up". The Greatest Estate of All: Liberal Maori Land
Policy. 1891-1911', NZJH, XXVI, 1 (1992), pp.89-98.
39 See Rollo Arnold, 'English Rural Unionism and Taranaki Immigration, 1871-1876', NZJH,
VI, 1 (1972), pp.20-41; and Fairburn. Ideal Society, pp.23-25.
40 John Stuart Blackie, The Scottish Highlanders and the Land Laws: An
Historico-Economic
Inquiry, London, 1885. p. 134. Several MPs, including some of McKenzie's severest critics used this
passage directly e.g. W. Hutchison. 1882, 42, p.401; J.B. Bradshaigh-Bradshaw, 1885. 52, p.198;
and R. Bruce, 1892, 76, p.546.
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join field to field, until there is no more room and you are made to dwell alone
in the midst of the field' (Isaiah 5:8).
Such injunctions imparted a moralistic tone to the whole discourse on land:
politicians debated in the dualistic terms of right and wrong, good and evil,
justice and injustice, fairness and unfairness. This was most evident when in
reply to criticism that his Fair Rent Bill was an attack on private property John
McKenzie thundered that the 'Ruler of the Universe' had decreed that there were
more sacred things than property. The application of 'justice, equity and mercy
to human affairs' was the task set by God and 'who would dare question the
sufficiency of God's bounty for man's wants?' 41 Clerics, like the Rev. James
Macgregor of Oamaru, reinforced this sense of Christian outrage by writing
impassioned pamphlets on the subject. His self-styled 'secular sermons' and
'prose hymns' articulated a much simpler set of beliefs which came from biblical
injunction: that land monopoly or 'autocratic landlordism' was as bad as Maori
'communism'; that it was wrong to clear farming families to make way for sheep
or deer; that the nation had the right to set limits on the power of estate owners;
and that 'the man who is to live on the land must have of it such quality, in such
quantity, and on such terms, that, with reasonable ability and industry, he shall
be able to maintain himself and his family in decency and comfort'. 42 This moral
overlay ran through the rhetoric and cannot be stripped away. The importance
of the Bible in shaping the view of the world held by most late nineteenth-century
New Zealanders, Pakeha and Maori, male and female, has been underplayed for
too long by our secular historians and must be taken into consideration when
unravelling the ideas behind the debate. 'Free thinkers' and churchmen alike,
talked in moralistic terms and made it clear that the debate was about more than
pounds, shillings and pence. It was a debate literally worlds apart from the
concerns of most late twentieth-century economists.
A rather more secular desire for a rough social and economic equality which
emanated from the villages of Britain in the form of a 'yeoman' vision, and was
carried from British cities in the artisan radical tradition, reinforced this
moralistic, Bible-influenced critique of monopoly and gross inequality. This
common desire for greater equality ran across the rural-urban divide and came
with the very first settlers. Thousands of goldminers who arrived from Victoria
in the 1860s, and over 20,000 English agricultural labourers who immigrated in
the 1870s, shared this desire. Between them these two groups ensured that the
search for a more equal social order became a major influence in New Zealand
politics. 43

41 Evening Post (EP), 21 February 1895, p.2.
42 James Macgregor, The Land Question With Special Reference to New Zealand and Old
Scotland, Edinburgh, 1883, Hocken Library. I would like to thank Yvonne Robertson for drawing
my attention to this pamphlet.
43 See Erik Olssen, A History of Otago, Dunedin, 1984, pp.56-57; and Rollo Arnold. 'The
Opening of the Great Bush, 1869-1881: a social history of the bush settlements of Taranaki, Hawke's
Bay and Wellington', PhD thesis, Victoria University of Wellington, 1971, pp.368-72, and 'A
"New" Educational History for New Zealand?', New Zealand Educational Institute, Wellington,
1973.
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Migrants from rural areas promoted an order based on the independent farmer
as the most attainable alternative to the 'gentry' ideal of social hierarchy and
deferential behaviour. These men and women rejected the old-world pastoral
tradition with its emphasis on rigid hierarchy and social orders ordained by God,
that is, the kind of view propounded by Robert Godley and the early leaders of
Canterbury. They were 'counter-pastoral', 44 or anti-Arcadian in Fairburn's
sense of wanting an interventionist state rather than an absence of regulation of
economic and social life. Rich men would not be allowed to stay in their 'castles'
by the poor men of this new country. On the other hand, they did not want
absolute equality because the small farmer rather than the labourer would be the
central figure in their ideal society. It was an idealization closer, therefore, to
Jefferson than to the English understanding of 'yeoman', although most New
Zealand settlers rejected American-style republicanism. 45 Many migrants also
shared Cobbett's view that the socially desirable 'yeoman' order had constituted
something of a golden age which had been swept away by the Industrial
Revolution. John Ballance made these associations clear by calling his country
newspaper The Yeoman. Proponents of this ideal wanted many more men of
modest means to become farmers independent of the dictates of landlord, factor,
vicar and priest. They also hoped to remove the problem of monopoly by limiting
individual holdings. However, they divided over how this ideal order might be
achieved; some preferred the leasehold, others the freehold. 46
Belief in the virtues of individual endeavour partly explained their suspicion
of any notion of absolute equality. Samuel Smiles' Self Help was the most
heavily borrowed book in the libraries and athenaeums of late nineteenthcentury New Zealand. 47 Nevertheless, the predominantly respectable workingclass and lower middle-class background of the great majority of British
immigrants, persuaded them that they wanted a more equal economic and social
order than the one they left behind in the old world. What was different from
Britain was the degree of state intervention advocated by both rural and urban
critics of land monopoly. The state would remove the extremes of ostentatious
wealth and crippling poverty while encouraging individual initiative by provid44 Williams, p.91.
45 No New Zealand historian has detected much enthusiam for republicanism apart from that
expressed by left-leaning individuals like Sam Lister, editor of the Otago Workman. See Olssen, 'The
"working class" in New Zealand', NZJH. VIII. 1 (1974). pp.44-60. Farmers were never heard to
express such sentiments. Indeed a delegation of Lincolnshire farmers who came in 1879 to
investigate New Zealand's suitability as a destination for farmer migrants, stressed that the colony
was preferable to the United States because it was 'under the flag'. New Zealand: a report on its
agricultural conditions and prospects, delegates to the colony from the tenant farmers of Lincolnshire, London, 1880, Hocken Library.
46 See Arnold, 'The Opening of the Great Bush' and New Zealand's Burning, passim, especially
pp.220-34, 278-84; and Mclvor, pp.107-15.
47 Dulcie N.Gillespie-Needham, 'The Colonial and His Books. A Study of Reading in Nineteenth
Century New Zealand', PhD thesis, Victoria University of Wellington, 1971; and Robin Marks, 'The
Lawrence Athenaeum and Miners' Institute. A Fragment of Goldfields' History', MA thesis,
University of Otago, 1973. For the best account of how the ideology of self help was internalized
by individuals see Miles Fairburn, Nearly out of Heart and Hope. The Puzzle of a Colonial
Labourer's Diary. Auckland, 1995, pp.163-86.
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ing easier access to land through the break-up of the great estates. Capital would
be made more accessible through the provision of cheap loans to settlers.
Major contributors to the artisan radical tradition, especially Tom Paine and
leaders of both the English and Scottish Chartist movements, had fulminated
against all forms of monopoly with the same fury as the Old Testament prophets.
Sam Lister, the obstreperous republican editor of the Otago Workman, for
example, was a particularly virulent critic of estate owners and runholders
because they were the worst examples of the criminal class of monopolists. Such
reinforcement of biblical injunction helped persuade most urban unionists to
support the break-up of the great estates on the grounds that land monopoly was
wrong. Consequently, the carpenters and joiners of Dunedin supported Lister's
condemnation of land monopolists and advocated 'bursting up' the great estates
even though they did not wish to become farmers. 48
For social reasons even most so-called 'conservatives' preferred closer
settlement of the land. William Rolleston's cry 'Lord lay not this sin to my
charge' upon seeing how much Canterbury land was held in big estates, is the
best known instance of estate-owner support of closer settlement. 44 Many others
made similar comments.511 Similarly, William Soltau Davidson, manager of the
New Zealand and Australian Land Company and John McFarlane Ritchie,
manager of the National Mortgage and Agency Company and solicitor for the
New Zealand and Australian Land Company, supported closer settlement for
sound economic reasons. They, and other directors of the New Zealand and
Australian Land Company, made it clear to the 1889 Annual General Meeting
that they desired 'to see the country peopled with well-to-do working farmers,
who can make more out of the soil than our Company can which is compelled
to work it on such a large scale'. 51 Stock and station agents also believed that
closer settlement would generate more business.
The rapid acceptance by big landowners and big business of compulsory
purchase for purposes of closer settlement after 1894 represented a radical shift
in attitudes to property. Under Native Title land could not be acquired without
the 'free consent of the native occupiers'. 52 Yet here were estate owners
accepting that their land, which had been bought from the Crown after due

48 Erik Olssen, 'The "Working Class" in New Zealand', NZJH, VIII. I (1974), pp.44-60, and
Building the New World, p. 180; and Tom Brooking, 'Comment', NZJH, XIII, 1 (1979), pp.80-81.
49 William Downie Stewart, William Rolleston, A New Zealand Statesman, Christchurch, 1940.
p.148.
50 For example, J. Hall, NZPD, 1891. 74, p.442; A.E.G. Rhodes, ibid., pp.446-7; E.G. Wright,
ibid., 1893, 81, p.582; W. Russell, ibid.. 1894, 83, pp.647-52; W.C. Buchanan, ibid., pp. 174-7; and
J.G. Wilson, ibid., pp.201-3, amongst the big landowning members of Parliament were in favour of
closer settlement and did not oppose state repurchase in principle.
51 New Zealand and Australian Land Company Annual Report 1889, NMA list 5. Hocken
Archives, cited in McAloon, p.228. On Davidson's preference for more intensive farming in New
Zealand see Mervyn Palmer, 'The New Zealand and Australian Land Company', PhD thesis.
University of Otago, 1971, pp.546-603.
52 Judge Chapman's famous ruling of 1847 on what native title meant under common law. See
Henry Reynolds, Frontier. Aborigines, Settlers and Land, Sydney, 1987, p. 135.
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'extinguishment', could be taken back without their consent, provided compensation was paid at market value. The guarantee of fair prices, which was so often
denied Maori, seemed more important to them than legal rights. This is a
conundrum that no-one seemed to notice at the time and which has been missed
by historians ever since. 51
The problem with progressive big landowners and conservatives of this kind,
of course, was that they wanted gradual change. Like Saint Augustine in respect
of chastity they did not want the change to come just 'yet'. 54 They wanted time
to adjust to the new order with their wealth secure and their comfort assured.
Many big estate owners, therefore, wanted the change to more intensive farming
made slowly. In contrast, men in a hurry like McKenzie and Alexander Hogg
would not brook delays.
In the philosophical sense, then, the debate took place within the relatively
narrow framework of liberal capitalism and a liberal form of discourse. It
occurred between different kinds of Liberal, 'classical' and 'new' and others in
between, a handful of single taxers, an even smaller number of socialists, and a
few conservatives and iconoclasts. Hardly anyone talked about Marx or socialism because they did not want to overthrow the capitalist system. They rather
wanted to reform it, make it fairer, civilize it, and remove its sharper edges.
Most settlers also rejected the tripartite system of Victorian England as well
as latifundia because they believed that 'landlordism' undermined independence by encouraging deferential behaviour, thereby stifling the entrepreneurial
initiatives so critical to the colony's success. Both the Liberal party and the
opposition of the 1890s condemned private 'landlordism' whereby large landowners let out land to tenants or share croppers. Such staunch adversaries as
McKenzie and William Massey agreed on this point. 55 Massey and McKenzie,
along with nearly every other Pakeha politician and nearly all settlers, also
rejected the Maori alternative of communal ownership. 56 Maori 'communism'
represented to them a backward and inefficient system that had been thoroughly
superseded by 'individualism' and should be cast into the waste bin of history.
Maori "landlordism' was even more intolerable as it combined the worst features
of old-world land ownership and new world savagery. 57 In their view it had to
be stamped out immediately, either through state purchase for white settlers or
individualization of tenure. 58

53 John Locke wrote that no government could 'take from any man any part of his property
without his consent". Yet New Zealand was the only colony in Australasia to introduce compulsory
repurchase for purposes of settlement rather than military emergency. It was more radical than
anywhere else in this respect. The fact that such a radical power was accepted quickly by so-called
'conservatives' suggests that nineteenth-century New Zealand was a rather unusual place. On Locke
see Reynolds, p. 165.
54 The exact phrase used by Rolleston in response to McKenzie's Land Bill of 1891. NZPD. 1891,
72, p.380.
55 See W.J. Gardner, 'The Rise of W.F. Massey. 1891-1912', Political Science, XIII, 1 (March
1961), pp.3-30.
56 McKenzie. NZPD, 1893, 83, pp.511-14, and Massey, 1894, 86, p.475.
57 See Brooking, '"Busting Up" the Greatest Estate of All', pp.92-94.
58 ibid., pp.78-98.
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This left two models only: benevolent state landlordism or independent
freeholding. It would be a serious oversimplification, however, to suggest that
this produced a simple division between leaseholders and freeholders. A careful
reading of the New Zealand Parliamentary Debates and newspapers during the
1880s and 1890s rather reveals that there was a continuum from straight-out land
nationalizers to advocates of the 'freehold only'. Moderate leaseholders, single
taxers, and moderate freeholders occupied the middle ground. Each of these
groups hoped that New Zealand would eventually be held entirely on the
leasehold or freehold tenures, but were prepared to accept a mix of tenures for
the foreseeable future. There was also a difference between a minority who
argued about the question in a programmatic way following the writings of
specific theorists, and a much larger majority, who took a more pragmatic and
less purist stance. This latter group have been seriously ignored by New Zealand
historians and no one other than Lyon has bothered to try to untangle the apparent
mishmash of ideas which added up to a coherent world view described by
Eugenio F. Biagini as 'popular Liberalism'. 59
The noisy minority on the left wing of the leaseholder faction were programmatic, hardline socialists. Their advocacy of complete nationalization of all land
without compensation, whether owned by Maori or Pakeha, was seen as
dangerous and extreme by the great majority of the electorate.611 Consequently,
at most only a few hundred people supported this drastic solution to the land
problem despite the exaggerated rhetoric of the opposition which tried to
besmirch the Liberal government by labelling its land policy as 'land nationalisation pure and simple'. 61 John Ballance and Robert Stout had been attracted to
this approach as younger men but their electorates soon persuaded them that
such drastic solutions ran well ahead of public opinion. They softened their
views and, with McKenzie, became leaders of the moderate leasehold group
who probably constituted the largest group within the colony. 62 They recom-

59 Eugenio F.Biagini. Liberty, Retrenchment and Reform: Popular Liberalism in the Age of
Gladstone, 1860-1880, Cambridge, 1992, pp.31-83.
60 The leading land nationalizers were P.J. O'Regan, e.g. NZPD, 1894, 84, pp.159-60; W.
Hutchison, ibid., 1894. 86, pp.227-8; and W. Earnshaw, ibid.. 1894, 84. p. 171. Later the group of
discontented Liberals, sometimes described as the 'new evangel', also became associated with land
nationalization. The problem was, however, that the likes of H.S. Fish. H.D. Bedford, R. McNab.
G.W. Russell, R. Taylor, T.E. Taylor. G.J. Smith, and F. Pirani, could never make up their minds as
to whether they were land nationalizers or single taxers. Only George Fowlds seemed to realize that
Henry George's single tax supposedly made land nationalization unnecessary. So this group
muddled around while the new Labour movement committed itself to outright land nationalization
and made that policy a central plank of the Labour Party that emerged in 1916. See R.K. Newman,
'Liberal Policy and the Left Wing, 1908-191'. MA thesis. University of Auckland, 1965; and Rogers.
61 Fisher, NZPD, 1891,72, p.498.
62 In days before opinion polls it is impossible to ascertain precisely what percentage of the
electorate supported which tenure but we can get a rough idea by looking at what politicians said in
the House of Representatives in the 1890s and on the hustings at the 1890, 1893, 1896 and 1899
elections. Some 73 politicians ventured such opinion. Of these three could be classified as straight
out nationalizers, seven as George-ites, 30 as moderate leaseholders (all Liberals), 23 as moderate
freeholders (included eight Opposition) and ten as 'freeholders only' (all Opposition).
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mended that the government hold on to as much remaining crown land as
possible and resume some private land held by absentees, banks and companies.
This compromise would have to be accepted until the public could be educated
on the superiority of the leasehold. 63 Furthermore, unlike the land nationalizers,
Ballance, Stout and their supporters believed in fair compensation. Some leaders
of this group including Reeves, named radical theorists such as Herbert Spencer
and Alfred Russel Wallace. Most others spoke in much vaguer and more general
terms.
Although these moderate leaseholders may have held some socialistic views,
they were not socialists, even in an unconscious sense. Rather they were 'new
Liberals' who shared with Ballance, Stout and Sir George Grey, John Stuart
Mill's concern about the problem of passing on wealth to future generations.
Mill's economic ideas held a particular appeal because they were more applicable to the predominantly agricultural economy of early Victorian England than
to fully developed industrial capitalism. 64 So even though Mill's economic
theories fell out of fashion in English intellectual circles soon after his death in
1870 they remained important in New Zealand. As Mill said, land was 'a thing
which no man made, which exists in limited quantity, which was the original
i nheritance of mankind, and which whoever appropriates, keeps others out of its
possession'. 6 '' So the moderate leaseholders hoped that a mixed system of
leasehold and freehold could be continued until the public accepted that only
more drastic measures could ensure future generations had access to the nation's
most valuable asset and 'heritage'. 66
Moderate leaseholders also tended to view closer land settlement as a means
of solving urban unemployment and the problem of the 'submerged tenth'. 67 To
their way of thinking the most useful settlers would begin as part-time farmers
employed in clearing bush, building roads, and working for more established
farmers. In time, their farms would be so improved as to support the settler and
his family. Such state tenants had, according to one Liberal politician, proven
themselves to be 'a self-reliant people, who have founded homes for themselves
and their children amid the lofty mountains and beautiful scenery of a new
world'. 68
Moderate leaseholders were well aware of the cautious nature of the electorate, but they were not tame. They moved well beyond John Locke in arguing, like
Mill, that private property was not sacrosanct and that a higher law operated in
human affairs which could override the rights of property. They believed, like
Mill, that the only 'indefeasible' right of the property owner was that of

63 See Hamer, 'The Law and the Prophet', pp.58-65, 70-72. 171-7 and 195-202; and Melvor.
pp. 129-30.136-7.190-2,221 -3,230. The opposition press often tried to condemn Ballance and Stout
by calling them land nationalizers, e.g. North Otago Times, 24 July 1891.
64 See Alan Ryan. J.S. Mill, London. 1974, p. 161.
65 J.S. Mill, 'England and Ireland" (1868), in Essays on England, Ireland and the Empire:
Collected Works of John Stuart Mill, Vol. XIX, Toronto'. 1982, p.512.
66 C.H. Mills, NZPD, 1891, 72, p.533.
67 For example, R. Meredith, ibid.. 1891, 74. p.68.
68 C.H.Mills, ibid., 1891, 72, p.534.
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compensation at current market value.69 Most accepted Grey' s argument that the
freehold was only the 'fee simple' which the baron handed over to tenants on the
same terms as he held land from the Crown. According to this view, so-called
freehold was no different from any other land tenure and the Crown could take
it back if 'fellow citizens' wanted such land for 'other purposes', provided fair
compensation was paid. Long or perpetual leases were more secure according
to this viewpoint.™
New Zealand leaseholders, however, did not share Mill's concern with
conservation of the environment. Their essentially 'instrumentalist' view of the
bush as yet another variety of 'noxious weed' to be exterminated was in
contradiction to Mill's ideas. Nevertheless, they drew inspiration from Mill's
attack upon the deterministic view of the classical economists and agreed with
his emphasis upon solving the problems of distribution rather than production.
They also moderated the potential threat to capitalism by accepting Mill's
emphasis upon gradual reform of property law over generations rather than
sudden, revolutionary change. 71 Mill's philosophy was, therefore, flexible
enough to allow plenty of accommodation to the demands of the New Zealand
situation.
It would be foolish, however, to exaggerate the influence of Mill on the
moderate leaseholders. The applicability of his ideas was limited because he
mainly wrote about Ireland which, although afflicted by problems of absentee
ownership and land monopoly, also suffered from the opposite problem of
'minifundia', or hopelessly small plots, produced by excessive sub-division.
Furthermore, Mill was also opposed to the New Zealand Liberals' policy of
graduated taxation. 72 His idea that the state should be 'static' and that growth
should cease 73 created problems because although this view appealed to town
based radicals like Ballance and Reeves, rural expansionists like John McKenzie
and Joseph Ward rejected it. His major contribution was the emphasis upon
gradual rather than revolutionary change and his insistence on fair compensation. More important than Mill to the moderate leaseholders, the majority of
whom never actually read his lengthy essays and books, was the simple idea that
the state was the only benevolent landlord available. As the official mouthpiece
of the Liberal party, the. New Zeal and Times, put it, only the state could be a 'just,
honest and fair' landlord. 74
69 J.S. Mill, Principles of Political Economy, London, 1869, Book II. 'Distribution', p. 142. This
argument was used in defence of McKenzie's Land and Land for Settlements Bills, e.g.. David
Pinkerton, NZPD, 1891,72, p.519; C.H. Mills, ibid., pp.533-4; and J. Stevens, ibid.. 1894.84. p. 150.
Stevens actually quoted Mill.
70 Grey made this point in the House in 1891. NZPD, 1891, 72. p.527. It was endorsed by C.H.
Mills, ibid., 74, p.450 and A.W. Hogg, ibid., 72, pp.503-5. Reynolds argues that a similar 'feudal'
interpretation was applied in Australia, Henry Reynolds, The Law of the Land. Ringwood, Victoria,
1987. p.43.
71 F o r a useful summary of Mill's views on these subjects see Ryan. pp.159-89.
72 ibid., p. 171; Mill, Principles, Book V, 'On the Influence of Government', chaps 2-4. pp.483516. This point was also made by the New Zealand Herald (NZH), 18 Aug. 1891.
73 Ryan, Mill, pp. 180-3; and Mill. Principles, Book IV. 'Influence of the Progress of Society on
Production and Distribution", chap. 6, 'The Stationary State', pp.452-4.
74 New Zealand Times (NZT), 8 October 1894.
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A more practical argument in favour of the leasehold was that it would free
up capital for improvements by removing the necessity for mortgage repayments. If the state set rents low there would be plenty of capital left for stocking,
fencing and cultivating properties. 75 Long leases would also provide protection
against eviction and create the kind of peace of mind which was conducive to
long term planning and improvement. As one farmer parliamentarian put it 'the
Government is the best Landlord by far', whereas 'the rapacious mortgage
companies are not the best landlords'. 76 The leasehold became even more
attractive, of course, if improvements were exempt from taxation as Ballance
proposed. 77 Many leaseholders also wanted the state to lend on easy terms and
so keep the usurious money lender at bay. Strict improvement and residence
requirements could then be applied to state tenants to ensure that they kept their
part of the bargain and did not become indolent and dependent on state
assistance. 78 The leaseholders believed that if the state monitored its tenantry
carefully there was little risk of them becoming, in the inflated rhetoric of Grey,
'slaves' or 'serfs' to the state in the way that freeholders were 'slaves' to the
financial institutions. 79 A state tenantry could be the contented builders of a
nation that was as benevolent as the 'moneyocracy' and the 'squattocracy' were
tyrannical. 80 As E.M.Smith, Liberal politician for New Plymouth and an ardent
advocate of development, put it, a sensibly administered leasehold system would
'prevent the rise of the anarchist, the dynamitard, the moonlighter and all other
men who are dissatisfied'. 81 Crown tenants, who made up more than a fifth of
farmers, seemed to confirm these arguments because no major protests were
made about the leasehold system until after 1900 when land values began to rise.
There was a call in 1891 for revaluation of properties and reduction of rents but
this problem was soon resolved by the actions of the new Liberal government. s:
Contemporaries viewed single-taxers as radical leaseholders and sometimes
even as land nationalizers, but in fact the followers of Henry George were a
difficult group to categorize in tenurial terms. The problem is that Henry George
has not been well understood because it seems few have bothered to read his
complex work in detail. Nineteenth-century New Zealanders certainly seemed
much more enthusiastic about his simple remedy for the ills of land monopoly
than his sophisticated prognosis of the malaise of capitalism. George's Poverty

75 For example, W.L. Rees. NZPD, 1891, 72, p.540.
76 J. Mackintosh, ibid.. 74. p. 172.
77 For example, D. Pinkerton, ibid., 72. p.520; J. Mackintosh, ibid., 74, p. 172. Interestingly the
Otago Daily Times also conceded this point despite its strong advocacy of the freehold, 24 Aug.
1892.
78 For example. Grey, NZPD. 1891. 74. p.446.
79 For example, Hogg, ibid., 1892, 78. p.71. J.L. Leesmith compared the banks and companies
with the Czar of Russia when trying to set up a Farmers' League in the Taieri district. Taieri Advocate,
15 May 1886.
80 These phrases were used regularly by the leaders of the short-lived New Zealand Farmers'
League, e.g. Taieri Advocate, 23 July 1887; Bruce Herald, 7 May 1886. and Palmerston and
Waikouaiti Times, 25 June 1886. McKenzie attended the meetings of the Palmerston branch.
81 NZPD, 1894, 83, p.652.
82 AJHR, 1891, 1-5 and 1-5A.
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and Progress, first published in 1879, is a telling and humane critique of
capitalism which is quite close to both Marx and Weber in its analysis of class
and power. George's argument that people increased productivity more than
plant or capital, 83 appealed to New Zealand 'radicals' just as much as it did to
radicals in Britain and the United States.
What interested radicals most, however, was the single tax or land tax only.
It aimed to win for everyone the 'unearned increment' which resulted from
community rather than individual endeavour. According to George the building
of roads, railways, bridges and civic amenities, played a greater role in raising
property values than improvements made by individuals. 84 The tax on the
development of land could thereby be set at a flat rate and applied to all land
without exemption so as to 'confiscate rent' and make any other tax unnecessary.85 It had the great advantages of simplicity and uniformity. It was a soft and
apparently non-threatening reform because it proposed change to only a small
part of the fiscal system. Capitalism would otherwise be unaffected and change
could be made without pain or violence. The only people who would be hurt
were those dreadful parasites, the 'land monopolists'. 86 Supposedly the land tax
would eventually make land ownership so uneconomic that private property
would be surrendered to the communal pool. This penal aspect thereby rendered
nationalization, or compensation, unnecessary. Enterprise would not be damaged and the social fabric need not be torn.87 Reform was thereby made simple
and tidy and revolution could be achieved without tears.
In George's view leases revalued at regular intervals were preferable to long
leases because they made it much easier to recoup the unearned increment. An
increase in rents, say every seven or 14 years, would easily secure the unearned
increment. George's New Zealand followers also accepted his view that the
freehold was preferable to 50- or 66-year leases because the freehold at least
returned the unearned increment via the land tax. The lease-in-perpetuity set at
999 years without revaluation was, therefore, anathema to the George-ites.
Groups like the Knights of Labour were very supportive of George's arguments. So was Ballance, 88 but he could never become an ardent supporter of the
idea because of its unpopularity in rural districts. Furthermore, the so-called
'father of New Zealand Liberalism', Grey, was hostile to George's views. Grey
even persuaded his acolyte, William Lee Rees, to write a lengthy and tedious
book entitled From Poverty to Plenty criticizing George's ideas.89 As Peter
Coleman has pointed out, George made a major contribution to the rhetoric
83 Henry George, Progress and Poverty: An Inquiry Into The Causes Of Industrial Depressions,
And Of Increase Of Want With Increase Of Weahh-The Remedy, London 1883 , pp. 10-106.
84 ibid., Book 4, pp. 160-84.
85 ibid.. Book 8. pp. 282-305.
86 ibid.. Book 10, pp.335-92.
87 ibid.. Book 7, pp. 235-73.
88 Peter J. Coleman, Progressivism and the World of Reform: New Zealand and the Origins of
the American Welfare State, Lawrence, 1987, p.25; Mclvor, pp.110-15; and Judi Boyd, 'Urban
Radicals: A Study of the Radical Movement in Dunedin, 1887-1893', BA Hons Long Essay,
University of Otago, 1984.
89 W.L. Rees, From Poverty to Plenty: or the Labour Question Solved, London, 1888, 358pp.
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employed in the debate on land and reaffirmed a much more widespread desire
for the state to play a greater role in solving problems, but his ideas had
surprisingly little impact on actual policy. 90 The Liberals' policy diverged
sharply from George's strategies, especially once they opted for income as well
as land tax, and introduced the lease-in-perpetuity in 1892. Labelling someone
a 'George-ite' was, in fact, a simple and lazy shorthand for a much more complex
set of intellectual antecedents. It must also be remembered that although
George's followers were noisy and persistent they never numbered more than a
few thousand and were concentrated almost exclusively in the towns. Overall his
influence on policy and leaseholders was significantly less than that of Mill. The
only direct influence we can trace was the setting-up of land-based rating in
1896, that is, a local rather than a national tax, which was optional and constituted
only one of several layers of taxation. 91
Freeholders, in contrast to leaseholders and single taxers, argued that the 'fee
simple' provided greatest security and independence and most benefited the
community as a whole. An editorial published in the New Zealand Times in 1891
encapsulated this view. According to this piece only the freehold could rescue
'smiling and fruitful farms from the sombre forest and the native wilderness'. 92
This sentiment mirrored the famous aphorisms of the great agricultural improver
Arthur Young: 'Give a man the secure possession of a bleak rock and he will turn
it into a garden; give him a nine year lease and he will convert it into a desert';
and 'the magic of property turns sand into gold'. 93 The freehold then had the
power in its supporters' minds to transform the environment as well as economic
and social relations in a way which no other tenure could. This tenure was also
supposedly the best means of realizing the pervasive 'familial ideal' whereby
settled families would tame and domesticate the major enemies of civilization
and progress: Maori, the bush, land monopolists, animal pests, noxious weeds,
the land itself, Chinese, fallen women, and wandering, atomized single men. 94
The New Zealand freeholders also believed, along with a host of other champions of this tenure,95 that the yeoman farmer who worked freehold land was the
best citizen of all. As one somewhat bombastic proponent put it, the freehold
'supplies a higher sense of independence and greater self-respect-that has
supplied stronger motives for industry, frugality, and forethought than any other
form of tenure'. 96 The notion that the freehold was an intrinsically British
90 Coleman, p.24. Olssen reaches similar conclusions regarding George's influence on Dunedin
radicals, Building the New World, pp. 175-225.
91 T h e Rating on Unimproved Value Act', Statutes of New Zealand, 1896, No.5, pp.11-16.
George-ites would later claim the abandonment of the lease-in-perpetuity in 1907 as a triumph but
both moderate leaseholders and freeholders played a much larger and more critical role in abolishing
this awkward compromise.
92 NZT, 14 August 1891. This was obviously written before the Liberal party bought out this
paper and converted it into their official mouthpiece.
93 Quoted in J. Shield Nicholson, Principles of Political Economy, Vol. 1, London. 1893. p. 139.
94 Fairburn. Ideal Society, pp.191-265; Brooking. '"Busting-Up" the Greatest Estate of AH',
pp.78-98; and K. Howe, pp.9-10.
95 Lyon, pp.82,95-106. mentions Pliny, Jefferson and Cobbett as authorities quoted by advocates
of the freehold in parliamentary debates.
96 G. Hutchison, NZPD, 1891, 72, p.515-16.
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institution and a foundation stone of the British, and therefore the best, model
of capitalism was often added. 97
Freeholders divided into moderate and more extreme camps over the strength
of their opposition to the leasehold and the notion of the unearned increment.
The moderates considered that the leasehold had a place in the scheme of things,
especially as a means of getting men of limited capital on to the land so that they
could climb the agricultural ladder and eventually become freeholders. They
favoured both the deferred payment system and the perpetual lease, provided it
included the option of right of purchase. Moderate freeholders also accepted that
community endeavour played a part in increasing land values and agreed that
farmers should pay a modest amount of tax to both local and central government.
The system and incidence of tax did not especially bother them as long as it
imposed only a small burden. 98 Choice of tenure was their main concern and they
found accommodation with the moderate leaseholders fairly readily. Their
numbers were considerable and overall they were almost as large a group as the
moderate leaseholders. It must also be realized that there were moderate
leaseholders in the Liberal party. 99 Some newspapers, like the Southland Daily
News, also maintained a pro-freehold position while remaining constant and
enthusiastic supporters of the Liberal government. 100
In contrast, the more hardline 'freehold only' faction, or 'freehold diehards'
as William Downie Stewart called them,101 feared that the leasehold could be
used against farmers if some irresponsible group of city radicals, with no respect
for the rights of property, seized control of the reins of government. They tended,
therefore, to view the leasehold as the Trojan horse of land nationalization which
would stealthily increase rents, enforce surrender of land, and wrest away
control over their own destiny. In their view only the freehold gave a cast-iron
guarantee of secure possession and the freedom to develop their farms as they
saw fit. Under it they would not have to follow the dictates of crown rangers or
officials based in Wellington. They dismissed the whole idea of an 'unearned
increment' as an urban 'fad' believing that any increase in land value resulted
exclusively from the individual farmer's actions. They believed, therefore, that
the farmer, not the state, was entitled to all increases in value. The leasehold did
have a place in their scheme of things, but only only for high country runs.
Freeholding such properties would lock up too much capital to be economic.
Peppercorn crown rentals, therefore, suited large pastoralists well so long as the
lease was reasonably long and secure. All farms, whether engaged in fat
lambing, mixed stock and cropping, or dairying, should otherwise be freehold.
97 NZT, 14 Aug. 189 h a n d Press, Christchurch, 25 July 1891.
98 See Brooking, 'Agrarian Businessmen Organise', pp.295-316. They were not prepared to bale
out the government from a mass surrender of leases, however, and this determination helped
persuade Otago farmers to become organized in the late 1880s.
99 For example. Tom Duncan farmer and Liberal MHR (Oamaru) NZPD. 1892, 76, pp.588-9;
R. Meredith, ibid., 1891, 74, p.452; J. Mackintosh, ibid., 1892, 76. p.579. William Rolleston and
Harry Atkinson held similar views to these Liberals but there were no other Opposition M Ps who had
much sympathy for the leasehold.
100 Southland Daily News. 12 Aug. 1892, p.2, cl.3.
101 Stewart, p. 185.
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The 'freehold only' group generally represented the interests of more established
and larger farmers. They were fewer in number than the moderate freeholders. 1 " 2
Most advocates of the leasehold and single tax lived in cities and small
towns. Oamaru, for example, had its land league which advocated nationalization of the land but there were no branches or equivalent organizations in the
surrounding countryside.1"4 The leasehold also attracted landless men who
wanted to become farmers and small, heavily indebted farmers.1,15 Yet all farmers
scoffed at the way urban leasehold advocates sentimentalized peasant existence.
The suggestion of British land radicals like Jesse Collings that unemployment
could be solved by providing workers with 'three acres and a cow' had some
appeal to urban working men in New Zealand as well as in Britain, but in rural
New Zealand the idea was usually treated with derision.1"6 The difficulties
encountered by the Village Homestead Settlements in the late 1880s tended to
confirm their suspicions. Rural politicians, therefore, had to resist the more
extreme plans of their urban colleagues to settle thousands of unemployed men
on tiny plots. These politicians had to acknowledge that many local voters,
especially longer-established and more prosperous farmers, strongly supported
the freehold and looked askance at 'impractical' urban 'fads'. John McKenzie
knew, for example, that although there were some vociferous champions of the
leasehold in the short-lived New Zealand Farmers' Union of 1889-91 ( really an
Otago-based movement despite its grandiloquent name), that organization never
reached a consensus on either tenure or tax. Many members pointed out correctly
that the freehold was easily the predominant tenure and that it had worked well
for the majority of farmers."17 Like the 'conservatives' in parliament, the
freeholders of the first Farmers' Union argued that their preferred tenure
102 This group included T. Mackenzie, G.F. Richardson, H.S. Valentine, S. Mackenzie, A.K.
Newman, W.C. Buchanan, R. Bruce, J. Bryce, W.F. Buckland, the sometime Liberal F. McGuire.
and, of course, G. Hutchison. Only Newman and Buchanan of these politicians in the Lower House
could be described as big landowners. Scobie Mackenzie was also a large runholder but his situation
was precarious by 1890. See Brooking 'Scobie Mackenzie', in Claudia Orange, ed.. The Dictionary
of New Zealand Biography, Wellington. 1993, II, pp.297-8. Valentine was managing director of the
ill-fated New Zealand Agricultural Company, Cyclopedia of New Zealand, IV, p.89. Most of the
Legislative Council were also strongly in favour of the freehold. All those who adopted strict
'freehold only' positions were wealthy men and five were big landowners. The papers that generally
supported the 'freehold only' position in the most outspoken manner were the New Zealand Herald,
Evening Post, Poverty Bay Herald, Hawkes Bay Herald, The Press (Christchurch), Timaru Herald,
North Otago Times, Otago Daily Times and Southland Times.
103 Of the ten left-leaning politicians, O'Regan and McNab were the only ones not to come from
urban electorates. The moderate leaseholders were split fairly evenly between urban and rural/small
town electorates but only three came from predominantly rural electorates — J. McKenzie. R.
McKenzie and C. Hall.
104 Brooking.'Agrarian Businessmen Organise', p.292.
105 ibid., pp.289-301.
106 For example, H.S. Buckland, NZPD, 1891, 72. pp.534-9.
107 More than two thirds of holdings had always been freehold since the beginnings of settlement
even though a greater land area was held under leasehold because of the existence of giant pastoral
runs owned by the Crown. Brooking. 'Agrarian Businessmen Organise', pp.278-324,24-25; and J.B.
Condliffe, New Zealand in the Making: A Study of Economic and Social Development. 2nd ed.,
London. 1959, pp. 254-6.
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encouraged improvement by holding out the incentives of capital gains and the
ability to hand on those gains to a farmer's children.' 08 As one freeholder put it
somewhat extravagantly on being elected to parliament in 1887, the freehold
'breathed in the song of the immigrant, it spoke earnestly in the self denying
efforts of the colonist, and retained a sense of reality even when the shadows
darkened at the close of a life of toil in the thought of transmitting a heritage to
one's children'. 109 The expression may have been maudlin but it captured the
freehold position accurately. The matter of tenure was consequently a minefield
in which rural politicians had to tread lightly because any towns within their
electorates were liable to favour the leasehold and sub-division, while the
country areas were more cautious and divided in their opinions. Keeping the
various camps content was a difficult task for any government or party grouping.
The debate on land policy thus took place within relatively narrow parameters
concerning the means and timing of reform, and there was broad-based consensus over goals and objectives. There was also fundamental agreement that the
best legal and moral claim to ownership lay with those who used the land most
effectively, that is, those who farmed it well according to the British standards
of the time. Even as determined an opponent of the great estate system as John
McKenzie accepted that a big estate owner was entitled to his vast acres if he
used the land productively and lived on it with his family. 110 Absenteeism, or
treating the land as a neglected speculation, however, invalidated the claim to
ownership. This essentially usufructuary interpretation of land rights also
undermined Maori claims to the remaining eleven million acres of the North
Island: most settlers adhered to the relatively simple view that if you did not use
your land you deserved to lose it.
Such an idea can be traced back to the argument of John Locke and the Swiss
jurist Emerich de Vattel, that the vast 'waste lands' of North America could be
better used by Englishmen than Indians who needed only a tiny portion of the
continent for their subsistence. Various statements from the Colonial Office
about 'waste lands' in New Zealand during the 1830s and 1840s also argued
something similar, but by the 1890s the simple idea that British settlers were
better able to use the land and were, therefore, morally entitled to its ownership,
was deeply embedded in the 'sedimentations of belief', and had become, in
Louis Althusser's arresting phrase, 'profoundly subconscious'. 1 " This simple
idea provided a neat moral justification for the legislative revolution which
pushed past the limits of international and common law to enable British settlers
to own and control the whole rather than part of a country like New Zealand or
Australia. Even Locke and Vattel accepted that indigenous people should be
allowed to occupy as much land as they needed for their support, and common
108 Brooking. 'Agrarian Businessmen Organise', pp.289-320.
109 NZPD. 1891,72, p.513.
110 For example, in his 1890 election speeches. ODT, 7 November 1890.
111 On Locke, de Vattel and the Colonial Office, Reynolds, Frontier, pp. 134-5; and The Low of
the Land, pp.17-19, 26, 48. 73. On Althusser and the means by which one group manages to
reproduce itsdominanceoveranother across the generations see Richard Harland. Superstructuralism:
The Philosophy of Structuralism and Post-Structuralism, London. 1987, pp.47-51.
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law decreed that native title could not be extinguished without the occupiers'
consent. Use had nothing to do with property rights in Britain, 112 but the
moralistic tone of the whole land debate in New Zealand enabled settlers to
ignore such legal niceties to their considerable economic advantage. They knew
in good conscience that their occupation of the North Island was not only best for
all concerned, it was also right. Their efforts would transform Maori land in the
words of Geoffrey, hero of William Satchell's novel The Toll of the Bush, 'from
a wilderness intoagarden'. Eventually Maori would copy this example, and like
Pine, the Maori hero of the same novel, change from a 'lazy beggar' into a useful
citizen with a 'wooden house and a flock of sheep'." 3
The belief that occupation of land could be justified only by productive land
use connected settler and Maori land policy. Traditionally historians, including
myself, have viewed European land settlement policy and Maori land policy as
separate and discrete entities deserving quite different treatment. One could
happily study Liberal land settlement policies with barely a mention of Liberal
Maori land policy. The historical geographer J.S.Duncan tried to challenge this
approach as long ago as 1962,' 14 but theses continued to be written on each side
of the equation as if there were no connections other than that Maori land was
purchased cheaply so it could be sold dear to help cover the cost of other land
settlement schemes. 115 In fact, the two policy areas were part of a seamless whole,
no matter what government was in power. An essentially usufructuary interpretation of land rights condemned Maori even more firmly than overt racism
because they could not present a legitimate case for holding on to their land, even
though most settler politicians accepted that Maori were the original owners. 116
Conversely, the denial of advice through the Department of Agriculture, and of
capital by failing to include Maori in the Advances to Settlers scheme, made it
unlikely that Maori could regain moral legitimacy by using their land more
productively. Attitudes and structures locked them into a vicious syndrome from
which it was difficult to escape. The only way out was to stop living as Maori and
become individual farmers like Pine in Toll of the Bush. Had trusts and
incorporations been supplied with cheap loans from 1894 things might have been
different, but Ngata only secured such help in the 1920s, far too late in the day.
The leasehold did provide a breathing space, but it also lessened control by Maori
and weakened their moral claim: successful European leaseholders only confirmed the belief that they were better suited by history and education to use the
land. The fierce debate over tenure meant little to Maori because the consensus
over the importance of using land productively and the almost universal
112 See Reynolds, The Law of the Land, passim.
113 William Satchell, The Toll of the Bush. London, 1905, pp.7, 417. I would like to thank
Lawrence Jones for drawing my attention to this emphasis in a novel of a writer noted for his
pronounced philo-Maori views.
114 J.S.Duncan. '"The Land for the People": Land Settlement and Population Movements, 18861906', in Murray McCaskill, ed., Land and Livelihood: Geographical Essays in Honour of George
Johherns, Christchurch, 1962. pp. 170-90.
115 For example, B.R. Gilmore, 'Maori Land Policy and Administration during the Liberal
Period, 1900-1912', MA thesis. University of Auckland. 1969.
116 See Brooking, '"Busting Up" the Greatest Estate of All', p.91.
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condemnation of communal ownership undermined their moral claim to land
ownership.
John McKenzie's speech opposing Hone Heke Rankin's Native Rights Bill of
1896 made the unenviable position of Maori abundantly clear. It is worth
quoting at length because it encapsulated the notion that one must use one's land
or lose all moral claim to its ownership. Furthermore, it shows how the Liberals'
land for settlements and Maori land policies were tied together. We must
remember that this same politician, unlike some of his contemporaries, proclaimed that Maori were British subjects under the Treaty ofWaitangi who were
as entitled to settle crown land as anyone else, provided they did not already own
more land than was permitted for European applicants, that is, those Maori who
were not a brown-skinned equivalent of the landlord class as represented by the
parliamentary opposition." 7 He said Maori
o u g h t t o c u l t i v a t e t h e i r l a n d , a n d p r o d u c e s o m e t h i n g f r o m it. H e d i d not t h i n k that it w a s
a w i s e thing to e n c o u r a g e t h e m to sell their land for the p u r p o s e of b e i n g idle a n d d o i n g
nothing, and living on what he might

call t h e p r o c e e d s o f t h e i r c a p i t a l . T h e y s h o u l d

e n d e a v o u r t o t u r n t h e i r l a n d t o g o o d a c c o u n t , a n d d e r i v e t h e s a m e b e n e f i t f r o m it a s
E u r o p e a n s . W h e n E u r o p e a n s g o t l a n d it w a s i m m e d i a t e l y t u r n e d to g o o d a c c o u n t . T h e
E u r o p e a n s c u l t i v a t e d it, i m p r o v e d it, a n d e n d e a v o u r e d t o m a k e s o m e t h i n g o f it t o k e e p
t h e m s e l v e s a n d t h e i r f a m i l i e s , a n d if t h e y e n c o u r a g e d t h e n a t i v e s t o d o m o r e t h a n live in
idleness, and realise on their lands w h e n they find themselves short of money, they would
be doing a g o o d thing f o r the Natives t h e m s e l v e s . " 8

While the debate over the best means of achieving more intensive settlement
of the land raged into the new century, the simple idea that moral claim to land
ownership was undermined if it was not used productively, in the end proved
more destructive of the ancient Maori estate of Te Ika a Maui than bullets, racial
stereotyping or social Darwinism.
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117 McKenzie in reply to a question asked by Southern Maori MHR, Tame Parata. An unnamed
Opposition m e m b e r actually denied M c K e n z i e ' s claim that Maori were full British subjects under
the Treaty. N Z P D , 1898, 104, p.331.
118 ibid.. 1896. 92, p.302.

